
March 2020: Speaker Pelosi blocked passage of the bipartisan CARES Act and instead wrote her own 
radical bill that included a number non-coronavirus related policies:
 -Tax Credits For Green Energy & New Emissions Restrictions
 -Required Early Voting & Same Day Registration
 -Special Carveouts For Big Labor 

April 2020: Days after laughing on late night television while eating ice cream, Speaker Pelosi blocked 
critical PPP money from reaching small businesses, two full weeks after adding more funding to this 
critical program was initially proposed.

May 2020: Speaker Pelosi put forward a radical $3.4T far-left wish list that had no chance of passing 
and called for enacting a number of extreme ideas that had nothing to do with coronavirus, including:
 -Trillions for blue states that were in a fiscal crisis prior to the pandemic
 -Taxpayer-funded stimulus checks for illegal immigrants 
 -Get-out-of-jail free cards for criminals 

June 2020: The Speaker refused to come to the table and work to pass bipartisan police reform 
legislation that could actually become law. She also brought legislation to the floor to grant statehood 
to Washington, D.C. as part of a craven political effort to add two more Democratic Senators.  

July 2020: While still refusing to make a serious proposal that would address the challenges posed by 
COVID-19, Speaker Pelosi brings a radical transportation bill to the floor that would enact the principles 
of the Green New Deal. She also refused to denounce the violent riots and lawlessness taking place 
across the country, saying “people will do what they do.” 

August 2020: Instead of trying to make a deal on targeted COVID-19 relief, the Speaker calls Congress 
back into session to vote on a nonexistent crisis she manufactured related to the U.S. Postal Service. 

September 2020: With even members of her own party calling on her to abandon her partisan wish list 
so that COVID-19 assistance can reach the American people, Speaker Pelosi doubles-down and refuses 
to make a bipartisan deal. She demanded that Democrat Senators block a targeted relief package that 
could have been signed into law and provided commonsense relief to families that need it. 

Over the past six months, Speaker Pelosi has repeatedly opted to pursue her far-left partisan agenda, 
instead of working to pass commonsense legislation that is in the best interest of our nation. By putting 
her political priorities before the things that the country needs, she has abdicated her responsibility to 

the American people, proven that she cannot be trusted to govern responsibly, and failed to lead. 

Time and time again, the Speaker has shown the American people that she cares more about 
catering to her left-wing base and proposing radical legislation that has no chance of passing 

because it would devastate the nation, rather than putting partisanship aside and working in good 
faith to help the people we serve. She cannot be given the opportunity to continue her irresponsible 

leadership of the House of Representatives.
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